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Bulletin 3 
 

Organisation: OC Fürstenfeld 
 
Event directors: Joachim Friessnig, Kristian Leonhardt 
IOF Event Advisor: Franz Hartinger (relay, long), Stefan Hartinger (sprint) 
Competition directors: Rudolf Hudax (relay), Herwig Proske (long),  

Joachim Friessnig (sprint) 
Course planners: Stefan Hartinger (relay), Thomas Krejci (long),  

Ursula Kadan (sprint) 
Cartography: Gabor Toth 
Timing, IT: Christopher Immervoll, Manfred Pronegg 
Registration: Eva Kailbauer 
Head of start: Gottfried Scheikl 
Infrastructure: Manfred Holper 
Staff: Gertraud Leonhardt 
 

Competition Center: 
 
Youth and family guest house (Jufa) in Fürstenfeld  
Burgenlandstraße 15, 8280 Fürstenfeld 
(https://www.jufa.eu/jufa-fuerstenfeld-sport-resort) 

distance CC - Relay (outdoor pool Fürstenfeld): 2 km 
distance CC- Long distance (Commendewald): 4,5 km 
distance CC – Sprint: 0 m 
 

Accommodation: 
 
All entered teams will be accommodated directly at the competition center or nearby 
in a number of double or triple rooms with their own toilets and showers. All 
accommodations provide bedding and towels. 
Teams will be informed about the whereabouts and details of their accommodation 
individually. 
 
Meals/packed lunches will be provided at the accommodation. Eating times will be 
given in “Team bags”. It is advised however that teams bring their own supply of pre- 
and post-race snacks. 
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Competitors:  
 
At the Junior European Cup all national teams with runners of age 20 years or 
younger (born 1.1.1997 or later) for categories M/W20 and age 18 years or younger 
(born 1.1.1999 or later) for categories M/W18 are allowed to start. 
In the categories W18, M18, W20, M20 a maximum of six runners per nation and per 
category can be registered.  
For the relay there are only categories M/W20 where a maximum of four relay teams 
per nation and per category can be registered. 
Furthermore a total of maximum four members of staff per nation is allowed. 
 

Timing: 
 
SPORTident: Touchless (Sportident Air+) or manual punching.  
SIACs can be rented for 5€. Please let us know the number of SIACs needed by no 
later than September 15th 2017 using the final-entry-form. 
 

Costs and entries:  
 
The costs per person include entry fees for three races as well as accommodation and 
full board from Friday (dinner) to Sunday (lunch) and trainings.  
 
Final and complete entries including SI/SIAC number, start block and relay leg are to 
be made until September 15th 2017 using the final-entry-form. Please email the 
completed form to evakailbauer@yahoo.de. 
Remember that entries are then closed and only minor changes to your entry lists can 
be accepted upon previous request. 
 
Early arrival, training possibilities and transportation to the long distance race (5€ per 
person) can only be arranged for up until September 15th.  
Please fill in the appropriate boxes in the final-entry-form 
 

The programme: 
 
Wednesday, 27.09.2017:  
Training: free order of controls, map Maierhofen (only upon request) 

 2pm - 5pm, CC-start: 4 km 
Office hours CC: 6pm – 7pm 
 
Thursday, 28.09.2017: 
Trainings: map Maierhofen (only upon request): free order of controls 

9am – 5pm, CC-start: 4 km  
Lake Rauchwart: free order of controls, CC-Rauchwart: 23 km, 2pm - 5pm 

Model event Sprint: start at CC, 2pm – 7pm 
Office hours CC: 1pm – 2pm and 6pm – 8pm 
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Friday, 29.09.2017:  
Office hours: 11am – 12pm: guest house,  

from 12:30pm: outdoor pool Fürstenfeld 
Teamleader-Meeting: 12:30pm, outdoor pool Fürstenfeld 
Arrival at relay finish arena: 2pm (finish arena will be sectioned off) 
Starts Relay: from 3pm, outdoor pool Fürstenfeld 
Office hours: 7pm – 8pm, guest house 
Teamleader-Meeting: 8pm, guest house 
 
Saturday, 30.09.2017:  
Office hours: from 9:00am, finish arena long distance race 
Starts Long distance race: from 10:00am 
Teamleader-Meeting: 4:30pm, guest house 
Office hours: 5pm – 6pm 
Price giving ceremony: 6:45pm, guest house 
Reception for coaches by the Mayor: 8pm, city hall 
Disco for athletes: from 8pm, guest house 
 
There will be a Styrian Cup race following the JEC race (1st start at 2:30pm). Please 
email us for further information. 
 
Sunday, 1.10.2017:  
Office hours: 9am - 10:00am 
Quarantine at the guest house starting at 9:00am 
Starts Sprint: from 10am 
Price giving ceremony: about 12am 
(Note: lunch will be provided after the price giving ceremony, if you prefer a packed 
lunch instead, please fill in the appropriate box in the final-entry-form.) 
 
There is a google-link on the JEC homepage (www.stolv.at/jec-2017) which shows 
where all training, racing and accommodation venues are.  
Please print off all information and maps you will need. 
 

Accreditation: 
 
All Teams must check in at the competition office (opening hours see „programme“) 
upon arrival. Each team member must present his/her ID-card/passport before he/she 
can be accredited. Teamleaders are asked to collect and present IDs for all members of 
the team together.  
Teams will be given “Team bags” which will have the final bulletin, start lists, rented 
SIACs, competitor bibs for all three events and other useful information in it.  
Teams going directly to the Relay finish arena will have to get accredited there, where 
they will also get their Team bag. 
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Terrain description and travel to competitions: 
 
All mentioned competition areas are as of immediately embargoed areas. 
You can find the old maps of the competition areas on our homepage 
(www.stolv.at/JEC-2017) 
 
Relay: 
For the relay the area around the outdoor pool of Fürstenfeld  (Buchwald) will be 
used. The recreational area around Fürstenfeld is characterised by numerous paths and 
fine details. 
map scale: 1:7 500 
 
The access by car is possible, there is enough parking at the finish arena available. 
Access by foot: about 2km, sign-posted from the guest house 
 
Long distance race: 
The long distance race takes place about 5km from Fürstenfeld.  
The map “Commendewald” from the year 2012 has been revised and enlarged 
towards the West. The revision was made by the renowned Hungarian mapmaker 
Gabor Toth.  
The terrain varies from detailed, deep ditches to flat, faster passages that still need 
precise orienteering. 
map scale: 1:10 000 
Access by car or shuttle (only upon previous request, 5€ per person), parking available 
directly at the finish arena, sign-posted from the guest house 
 
Sprint: 
The sprint takes place in the city of Fürstenfeld. Due to the „Festungsweg“ there will 
be interesting route choices within the historical city centre. 
map scale: 1:4000 
It is forbidden to enter the city of Fürstenfeld with a map or after midnight on Sunday, 
1.10.2017, except for teams walking to the competition. 
 

Fairness: 
 
We would like to keep all races as fair as possible. Please do not bring any old maps of 
the areas to the competition areas, do not show your map to runners who haven´t 
started yet, do not use any electronic devices in the pre-start area or during the 
competition and do not go to the pre-start area after finishing your run. The organisers 
will police these things and expect coaches to abide by these rules of fairness as well. 
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National Team Scoring: 
 
A National Team Score will be established based on the results of all three 
competitions as follows: 
Sprint and Long Distance: the two best runners from each nation and each class will 
be counted. The number of points earned equals the ranking (1st = 1 point, 2nd = 2 
points, etc). If a nation has only one or no runner in a class, the non-existent starts will 
be counted by taking the total number of starters in that class +1. 
Relay: The best team for each nation, in each class, will be counted with its ranking 
multiplied by 6.  
Overall score: The National Team with the lowest total after the three competitions 
wins and becomes Junior European Cup Team Champion 2017. 
Note: Runners from a non-European country may enter but will not count in the 
scoring, however they can be daily individual winner. 
 

Clothes:  
 
Please abide by the IOF-rules using long trousers for the Relay and the Long distance 
race. Dobb-Spikes are not recommended for the Sprint. Spikes are forbidden for all 
competitions. 
 

Weather: 
 
In case of rain there is the possibility of shelter at the relay finish arena. 
At the Long distance however, there is only one tent the size of 30 x 5m. We 
recommend therefore that each nation brings a team tent if possible. 
At the Sprint teams can use the gym in case of bad weather. 
 

Insurance: 
 
The participation for staff and athletes at the JEC is at their own risk. Each National 
Team is responsible for their own valid insurance for travel, medical cover, etc. 
 
 
 
Logos fehlen 
 


